Use LIM’s analysis tools to model and evaluate trade opportunities on your data, easily accessible from one centralized location. Perform risk management, cross market analysis and back-test your trading strategies.

**Applications**
- Decision Support for Trading
- Risk Management
- Long-term Hedging Strategy
- Backtesting of Trading Models
- Accounting and Invoicing
- Tick Capture

**Contact Information**
- **Austin:** +1-512-697-3070
- **Houston:** +1-713-652-4066
- **Chicago:** +1-312-456-3000
- **New York:** +1-212-292-4282
- **London:** +44 20 7190 2945
- **Singapore:** +(65) 6322 4122

[www.lim.com](http://www.lim.com)
ANALYSIS & DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

LIM provides front end analysis tools and development/programming capabilities via a host of API interfaces, so that you can derive the most meaningful information from the data you are using.

Chart & Analyse Data

LIM has everything you need to create charts for energy trading and market research using your data, stored and accessed conveniently from one location.

Bring Data into Excel®

Data requests are created using a dialog that includes an integrated search schema and browser for quickly locating data.

Perform In-Depth Queries to Model Market Movements

Model and evaluate trade opportunities using a near-English query language. Access thousands of pre-defined events and patterns to analyze market movements.

Connect to Other Databases, Servers and Analysis Tools

Connect to other servers, databases and your favorite statistical tools such as MATLAB® and S-PLUS® using the LIM suite of APIs.

The LIM API interfaces create an open architecture which allows writing of custom applications as well as connection to your risk and back office systems.

See why leading Fortune 500 companies use LIM for their data and analysis needs.

- Build seasonality studies
- Create comprehensive relationship studies and forward curves
- Model energy contracts
- Use pre-defined events and patterns
- Program using our suite of APIs including: C/C++, C#, Visual Basic, Java and BMIM

For more information, please visit us at www.lim.com.